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About This Game

Think, Roll, Match, Survive!

InnerCube is an action-puzzle game, where you control a multi-colored cube using the keyboard to navigate around a grid.
Capture colored tiles by rolling the identical color on the cube on top of a tile.

Choose from two different modes: a challenging Puzzle Mode where every move counts or a fast and frantic Survival Mode!

 How long can you survive?

 100+ Puzzle Levels and 7 Sectors.

 Unlock new levels, Gold Status and Perfect Status in Puzzle Mode.

Puzzle Mode

 Solve Puzzle levels by collecting color tiles.

 105 levels of mind bending action.

 Earn Gold status by completing a level under the target number of moves; earn Perfect status by completing a level in
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the minimum number of moves possible.

Survival Mode

 Score as many points as you can before getting trapped!

 Collect bombs to get yourself out of trouble.

 Capture tiles in quick succession for huge combo bonuses!

 30 different score rankings.
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Title: InnerCube
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Schell Games
Publisher:
Schell Games
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015
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inner tube repair kit. the inner cube. inner cube christliche medien. inner tube bike. inner tube patch kit. inner cube verlag. inner
tube float. inner cube studienfaltkarten. inner cube company. inner tubes for sale. inner tubes walmart. inner tube sealant. inner
cube christliche. inner cube die waffenrüstung gottes. inner cube gmbh. inner tube dimensions. inner cube düsseldorf. inner
cube kritik. inner cube faltkarten. inner tube water polo. inner cube stiftshütte. inner tube sizes. inner cube handbuch zum
tempel. inner cube gmbh düsseldorf. inner cube tempel. inner cube patterns of evidence. inner cube die stiftshütte

Fun game...reminded me of the early monkey island game. Need a picture of dogs playing poker :). A fun little puzzler, however
it's far too short and completed it in a short time. Good to kill a couple of hours and very inventive ideas.. Insane 2 is so much
fun. It's kind of like Motorstorm but feels like it takes itself less serious, which in this case is good.. Awful game. So many of
the mechanics are obnoxious. This is not at all like puzzle quest; it's just Bejeweled twist with a story. Do not recommend.. A
fantastic beat'em up with a cute art-style and fluent controls. I'm really looking forward to the story mode that's arriving in the
summer.
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yuioyuoyuio. This Game is quite Awsome!. This game was advertised as vr but has almost no functionality with vr equipment.
using the headset makes the game unplayable and i spent 20 minutes just trying to figure out how to interact with a menu to start
the game. Because the vive controllers arent supported apparently and the headset cant do anything alone so i had to dig out an
out ps4 controller just to figure out that the game has almost no content whatsoever. The controls are nausea inducing and
difficult to use and nobody even plays it so 90 percent of what it does have is stripped away.. If you know DanTDM he made a
video on it.

You should be careful when you buy this, because sometimes if you don't have the right hard ware it might be blurry.

When I bought it and tryied it out it was blurry.

So you should be careful.. It looks like it could be good from the graphics and gameplay style. But once you play a match, you
realize it comes down to "pile into the objective and attack the enemy at point blank with no tactics".

This game is absolute garbage. Not even worth your time to install.. It has one cool mechanic, being able to use your dead bodies
as platforms is a neat idea, even though it makes the game really easy since you have no lives to worry about. You can just fill
all the hazard pits with bodies and walk through no problem. That, combined with the god-awful attempts at being edgy and hip
just push this game straight into the danger zone. Your companion never shuts up and routinely spouts memes which both
instantly dates the game, and ups the annoying factor by eleven. The game had potential, it controls well, and feels like a
competent meat boy clone that tried some new ideas and fell flat. I can't recommend this one.. Very relaxing, love the canoes.. I
really tried to give this game a chance, but the story is boring and offers no actual choices aside from very few occasions. I just
felt like for this price, the visual novel heavily lacks in content, even enjoyment. Really not worth the money even on a sale..
Great indie game
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